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Abstract. Nowadays, adhesive bonded joints are extensively employed in lightweight 
structures, particularly in naval, automotive and aerospace industries. Anyway, 
troubles could arise from manufacturing defects and operational loads, likely causing 
local disbonding. In the present paper, fatigue-tests are performed onto bonded CFRP-
CFRP single lap joints: damage initiation and propagation is investigated using a well-
established advanced Phased Array ultrasonic inspection and two different SHM 
techniques. In particular, the first SHM technique is based onto surface mounted Fiber 
Optics, whereas the second onto piezoelectric sensors, arranged in a Pitch-Catch 
configuration, for the emission and sensing of Guided Waves. A good correlation is 
found between crack tip location, strain peak profile recorded by distributed fiber 
sensing technology and PAUT inspections, while Guided Waves allows the definition 
of an energy based Damage Index as an effective way for monitoring lap-joint 
degradation during fatigue loads. 

Introduction  

Adhesive bonding is one of the most suitable joining technique for composite 
lightweight structures. Compared to mechanical joints, it allows for lower stress 
concentration in the substrates and reduces the dimensions and the weight of connections. 
However, proper non-destructive testing (NDT) and structural health monitoring (SHM) 
techniques are required to assess the state of joints, particularly in the case of fatigue loading, 
when cracks might initiate in the adhesive or in the bonded laminae. The available NDT and 
SHM techniques, reported in the literature [1], [2] for bonded joints, include visual testing 
(VT), ultrasonic testing (UT), acoustic emission (AE), ultrasonic guided waves (GWs) and 
strain measurements (ST). By the back face (BF) strain method [3], [4], strain sensors like 
strain gauges and fibre optics, are placed on the back face of adhesively bonded Single Lap 
(SL) joints and one possible solution is the adoption of arrays of sensors. Bernasconi et al. 
[5] monitored fatigue crack growth using an array of Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors on 
one side of composite adhesively bonded joints. Afterwards, they opted for the BF strain 
technique to monitor fatigue crack propagation, again by applying an array of FBG sensors, 
on a Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) bonded joint [5]. Similar experiments 
employing FBG sensors were performed by Canal et al. [6], Sans et al. [7], Stutz et al. [8] 
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and Da Silva et al. [9]. Instead of using an array of FBG sensors, Chirped Fibre Bragg Grating 
(CFBG) [10] sensors can be used, or, even better the Optical Backscatter Reflectometry 
(OBR) technique. The latter, see Güemes et al. [11], allows for true distributed sensing of 
strain along an optical fibre, and, having applied both technologies, authors’ preference is, at 
present, toward OBR, because of the possibility of measuring many strain profiles using only 
one optical fibre per specimen. Strain measurements can be performed along the entire fibre 
with thousands of sensing locations interrogated simultaneously, transforming an ordinary 
optical fibre into a high spatial-resolution strain sensor. Moreover, in an industrial 
perspective, the possibility of monitoring large parts with cheap fibres is an important 
advantage. Among its disadvantages, there are a lower sampling frequency, a higher 
interrogator cost and the worse standard deviation of the measurements, in authors’ 
experience about 20 µm/m for OBR with respect to 3 µm/m for FBG. The present research 
is an evolution, based on the OBR distributed sensing technology, of the BF monitoring 
technique using an array of FBG sensors presented in [5] as a SHM for Fatigue Crack Growth 
(FCG) of single lap bonded joints. Additionally to what reported in [12], the sensitivity of a 
Guided Wave SHM approach is investigated regarding fatigue damaged adhesive bonded 
joints. Effectively, to the authors knowledge, adhesive bond inspection by means of GWs 
were extensively treated theoretically: selection of guided wave modes that are sensitive to 
the specific type of defects, and excitation of these modes in the bonded region both regarding 
isotropic and anisotropic adherends are well addressed by Puthillath [13] and Ren [14]. At 
the same time, experiments mainly concentrates on high frequency bulky monolithic UT 
transducers coupled with a wedge, and with artificially cohesive/disbonding defects via 
Teflon patches [13], [14]. Instead, cost-effective, lightweight, and small surface/embedded 
sensors, as PZT, are preferable [15], as well as the actual behavior of the adhesive defects 
may vary from artificial ones. As a reference, fatigue damages were also monitored by a 
PAUT NDT technique. This is an advanced UT technique [16] where an array of 
piezoelectric elements is electronically controlled in order to allow for linear scanning, 
dynamic focusing, beam steering, … [17] operations not available using conventional UT 
probes. The most important feature of PAUT systems for the present research is the 
possibility to easily acquire a cross section view of the target specimen, i.e. L-Scan, like for 
medical echography. Results are here presented in a preliminary way regarding one SL 
bonded joint; further confirmations are currently underway on several specimens under 
different fatigue loading conditions. 

1. Structural Health Monitoring of Single Lap Joints 

The specimen used for the FCG test is a SL adhesively bonded joint with CFRP 
adherends whose dimensions are shown in Figure 1. The positions of the segments of the 
optical fibre and PZT sensors are also reported schematically. Both adherends of the joint are 
woven CFRP laminate. The laminate is made of a stack of plain weave woven laminae 
consisting of low modulus carbon fibres and epoxy matrix (more details on the material used 
can be found in [18]). The engineering constants of the woven CFRP are reported inTable 1.  

Table 1 Engineering constants of the considered CFRP adherends 

Young’s Moduli [GPa] E1 = 54.5 E2 = 54.5 E3 = 8.0 
Poisson’s ratios υ12 = 0.025 υ13 = 0.25 υ23 = 0.25 
Shear Moduli [MPa] G12 = 5.0 G13 = 2.0 G23 = 2.0 

The stacking sequence is [+45°/0°2/+45°]s and the thickness of each lamina is 0.66 
mm, which makes the total thickness of each adherend equal to 5.3 mm. The adherends were 
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bonded by epoxy structural adhesive Scotch Weld 9323 B/A with an overlap of 25.4 mm and 
0.2 mm diameter glass spheres guaranteed a uniform adhesive thickness. 

 
(a) 

      
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. Drawing and dimensions of the tested specimen, with a schematic view of the position of the 
optical fibre segments and PZT sensors (dimensions in mm): a) top view; b) lateral view; c) bottom view. 

The described specimen was fatigue tested in load control mode, using a uni-axial 
MTS 810 servo-hydraulic testing machine of 100 kN capacity. The cyclic load was 
characterized by an amplitude of 3.5 kN, a fatigue ratio R equal to 0.05, and a test frequency 
of 10 Hz. The test was interrupted every 5,000 cycles so that PAUT testing, and 
simultaneously OBR strain measurements and GWs assessment, could be performed. 

1.1 Fatigue crack growth experimental set-up 

One single low bending optical fibre, type “Strain sensor 1m” by Luna Innovations Inc, 
equipped with a LC/APC connector and a low-reflection termination, was bonded on the top 
and bottom surface of the specimen in the overlap region, as shown schematically in Figure 
1 and also reported in the picture of the actual specimen Figure 2. The fibre was bent in order 
to obtain four measuring segments on the upper surface and other two segments on the lower 
one. Particularly, in the latter configuration, fibre segments were bonded very close to the 
edge of the specimen, in order to leave a smooth and free surface for ultrasonic testing, as 
shown in Figure 2 (c). Fibres were bonded using the two components fast curing adhesive 
X60 (Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany), Figure 2 (a); 
preparation of the surfaces followed a well-established chemical-mechanical procedure 
according to strain gauges bonding procedure, where the surfaces were slightly abraded and 
then solvent cleaned. Then, an OBR interrogator, model ODiSI-B by Luna Innovations Inc., 
was used to measure the strain along the optical fibre. As a baseline, the initial strain 
distribution was recorded, at 2 kN: it is also worth observing that, in this uncracked 
configuration, the minimum strain peak is located at the end of the overlapping region, i.e. at 
25.4 mm, as shown in Figure 2 (d). 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00218464.2015.1123153#F0001
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 2. (a) Set up of the CFRP-CFRP single lap joint with a 1 m long fibre optic and PZT sensors, (b) 
specimen mounted between servo-hydraulic machine grips, (c) area inspected by linear phased array probe, 

(d) baseline strain profile. 

Then, for activating and receiving Guided Waves, two round PZT PIC255 sensors 
[19], Figure 2 (a), whose dimensions are 10 mm diameter and 1 mm thickness, were 
permanently surface mounted in a Pitch and Catch configuration at a distance of 60 mm from 
the central bonded region. An Agilent A33220A arbitrary waveform generator coupled with 
a Falco WMA300 power amplifier and a LeCroy WaveACE1001 were used respectively 
during actuation and reception stages. Lastly, a Harfang X-32 Phased Array unit, equipped 
with a 5 MHz 32 active elements linear probe, allowed PAUT by means of longitudinal bulk 
waves. Figure 2 (c) shows the inspection approach applied at the interruptions of the fatigue 
test: in detail, a “0° Linear-Scan” (L-Scan) phased array technique [16] was applied in order 
to inspect the front side central region of the sample due to the encumbrance of the optical 
fibres glued on the back one. A number of eight active elements was then sequentially 
activated, over the 32 elements full array, allowing the collection of 50 ultrasonic beams and 
the inspection of the bonded region without moving the probe. Additionally, to improve 
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lateral resolution, the half step electronic scanning [20] was adopted. Figure 3 gives an 
overview of the experimental setup employed. 

 
Figure 3. Experimental set-up for fatigue test and crack growth monitoring: Luna 4600 OBR Interrogator, 
Harfang X-32 PAUT unit, Arbitrary Waveform Generator, Falco Power Amplifier, Oscilloscope, and MTS 

100 kN Servo-Hydraulic tensile machine. 

2. Results and Discussions 

2.1 Phased Array Ultrasonic Testing 

The results obtained by a L-Scan represent the ultrasonic cross section view of the specimen. 
In Figure 4, two examples, from the fatigue test, are reported: the reference condition at 0 
cycles and a damaged one after 30,000 fatigue cycles. Particularly, the former highlights 
three different characteristic regions: i) at the left, the back-wall echo of a single CFRP 
adherend is evidenced; ii) in the centre, the bonded joint is characterized by the echo coming 
from the second CFRP adherend; iii) at the right, the probe is coupled with air. As damage 
evolves within the bonded region, the UT echo coming from the second adherend is 
progressively reduced and its width allows crack sizing. In particular, Figure 4 (b) shows the 
propagation of two different cracks starting from the two extremities of the bonded region. 
The length of the upper and the lower cracks was estimated by means of the -6 dB drop 
amplitude technique [21] using, as a reference, the ultrasonic amplitude of the second 
adherend. The obtained estimations are reported in Figure 5 (a) as a function of fatigue cycles. 
Such estimations are characterized by an uncertainty of ± 0.38 mm due to the spatial 
digitizing step of the electronic linear scanning. It is worth noting the first stages of crack 
initiation, Figure 5 (b), and propagation could be barely monitored using the aforementioned 
PAUT technique, since its starting path was not perpendicular to the applied sound beam, but 
inclined at about 45°, thus reflecting the beam itself outside of the probe area. Consequently, 
no crack could be detected with respect to the baseline condition within the first 10,000 
fatigue cycles. 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00218464.2015.1123153#F0010
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00218464.2015.1123153#F0010
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00218464.2015.1123153#F0011
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00218464.2015.1123153#F0011
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Phased array ultrasonic inspection: a) L-Scan at 0 fatigue cycles, b) L-Scan at 30,000 fatigue cycles 
[12]. 

 

 

(a) (b)  
Figure 5. Crack growth sizing by phased array ultrasonic testing (-6 dB technique), (b) crack initiation and 

propagation in the first cycles. 

2.2 Strain profiles recorded by Optical Backscatter Reflectometry 

Strain values were evaluated over discrete portions of the fibre, which can be set by the 
operator in the OBR instrument, at each 5000 cycles test interruptions: the adopted gauge 
length was 1.3 mm, with a gauge separation of 0.65 mm. Values of the strain recorded along 
segment 4 are reported in Figure 6 (a). The strain pattern evolved with a translation of the 
negative peak with the number of cycles up to 30,000 cycles, following the displacement of 
the crack front. Afterwards, the shape of the strain profile changed, although maintaining the 
characteristic feature of a sharp negative peak, travelling towards the centre of the overlap, 
again because of the translation of the crack front. A similar behaviour was observed in the 
strain profiles extracted along the other segments. However, it is important to highlight that 
the four segments provided four different values of the position of the negative peak. This 
suggested evaluating an average position of the negative peak, for comparison with PAUT 
observations, as discussed in [12]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) longitudinal strain profiles measured by OBR at different number of cycles (example from 
segment 4), (b) comparison between OBR and PAUT crack growth sizing. 

Averaged values of the position of the negative peak of the strain profile recorded by 
the OBR interrogator along the segments are plotted as a function of the number of cycles in 
Figure 6 (b). Segments 1 to 4 provided values referring to the propagation from the top edge 
of the overlap, whereas segments 5 and 6 from the bottom edge. The position of crack fronts 
measured by PAUT are superimposed. Figure 6 (b) shows a good agreement between OBR 
and PAUT measurements from the top edge, conversely, results referring to a crack 
propagating from the bottom edge, display an offset, between OBR and PAUT, which varies 
between 2 mm and 4 mm, depending on the number of cycles. This behavior can be explained 
assuming a curved crack front and remembering that measurements for monitoring crack 
propagation from the bottom edge of the specimen adopted just two OBR located very close 
to its edges (shorter crack) and PAUT inspection at its centerline (longer crack). However, a 
similar trend is observed. To support this hypothesis, a X-Ray digital radiography (DR) 
inspection of another specimen, geometrically identical and fatigue tested with the same load 
conditions of the monitored one, was performed using a North Star Imaging 3D X-Ray CT 
X25 system. The adopted X-Ray source parameters were 76 kV and 40 µA, while a focal 
spot size of 3 µm and a frame averaging of 3.3 ms were employed. Moreover, throughout the 
fatigue test, the specimen was subjected to infiltration by a specially prepared liquid to 
enhance the DR image contrast. The radiography reported in Figure 7 clearly reveals a curved 
cracked front, consistent with shorter cracks at specimen edges and of longer ones, along 
specimen centerline. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. X-Ray digital radiography of a fatigue tested specimen nominally equivalent to the monitored and 
inspected one, (a) front and (b) lateral side. 
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2.3 Guided Waves  

A 5.5 cycle Hanning windowed tone burst, with a central frequency of 220 kHz, was 
employed as diagnostic wave and A-scans collected at 25 MS/s; noise suppression was 
performed during acquisition by means of averaging. As schematized in Figure 8, the signal 
passes through the first adherend (first waveguide), then at the interfaces (dotted lines) 
transmission and mode conversion take place, finally the signal is collected in the second 
adherend. Thus, the collected signal brings useful information about the health condition of 
the adhesive bonded joint, and differences with respect to a baseline can be highlighted both 
in the time domain and/or in the frequency defining an appropriate Damage Index (DI). 

 
Figure 8. Pitch-Catch working principle of GWs health monitoring of single lap joint. 

The collected signals are reported in Figure 9 in the form of A-Scans, and in Figure 
10 as their Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimates. Particularly, the frequency content 
seems to be very sensitive to the adhesive bond condition and a simple PSD can point out 
differences among fatigue crack growth cycles. On the subject, the first stages of crack 
initiation and propagation, that can be barely observable by means of PAUT, are here instead 
well captured by the PSD since abrupt changes within the frequency content appear as a result 
of mode conversions. Afterwards, as damage evolves with the number of cycles, frequency 
shifts as well as double frequency peaks can be pointed out. 

 
Figure 9. Pitch&Catch collected A-scans for different fatigue cycles. 
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Figure 10. Power Spectral Density estimates of collected A-scans as a function of fatigue cycles. 

The underlined behavior agrees well with the former investigation of Puthillath [13], 
regarding aluminum aircraft skin, and Ren [14], regarding composite laminates, where 
artificial Teflon patches were employed to reproduce adhesive–skin interface damages. Here, 
instead, the sensitivity of a GWs approach with respect to real damage conditions arising 
from fatigue loads is assessed (see Figure 5 (b), Figure 7). Moreover, differently to what 
reported in [13], [14], [22], where either a specific mode or a single one is excited, a single 
PZT. This solution allows for a cost-effective, non-invasive compact solution that requires a 
one side accessibility, differently to [22], and a low frequency interrogation signal. Lastly, 
even though the simultaneous propagation of three fundamental modes is involved, useful 
information about the health status can be extracted, although, differently from PAUT and 
OBR, crack sizing cannot be addressed. 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, the results of monitoring fatigue crack propagation in an adhesively 
bonded composite joint by different techniques are presented. First, by measuring the strain 
profile on the back face of the joint using OBR distributed sensing technique, the full strain 
profile is recorded. The profile presents a minimum strain peak and the proposed monitoring 
techniques is based on the identification of the position of this negative peak. Then, the crack 
was monitored by a Guided Wave based SHM approach. Finally, as a reference for this 
research, phased array ultrasonic technique as well as X-Ray Digital Radiography were 
employed. Based on the results presented in this paper, the following conclusions can be 
drawn:  
• the OBR technology allows for measuring accurately the BF strain profile in SL joints 

and the intrinsic distributed sensing capabilities allowed for measuring the position of the 
minimum strain peak typical of SL joints; 
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• during a fatigue test, by comparing the position of the minimum strain peak with the 
position of the crack front measured by phased array ultrasonic testing, a good agreement 
was found; 

• a PC GWs based SHM approach, using a pair of PZT sensors proved to be sensitive to 
real damage conditions in bonded joints, characterized by a complex mix of failure 
mechanisms as cohesive fractures, delaminations and crack propagation within 
adherends. Particularly abrupt changes in both the time domain amplitudes and frequency 
content are highlighted during damage initiation and further propagation. Crack sizing 
could be possible, prior to calibrations as done for OBR. 

Lastly, it is worth noting that the aforementioned results have to be considered as 
preliminary, particularly because they are based on one single test. However, they are 
encouraging. 
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